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PLANNING TIPS
1. Accurately measure your bathroom. Make note of plumbing locations, electrical outlets, light fixtures and available
wall depth at a doorway (our tops are 22½‘’ deep). If your
vanity is going next to the toilet, you should allow a minimum of 15’’ from the centre of the toilet to the edge of the
vanity.
2. Using the design grid and referring to the Layout Options
on page 8 and Cabinet line drawings on page 13, design
your bathroom. Your dealer is there to assist you with any
questions you may have.
Note: The stone tops are 1½’’ larger than the cabinet, so
for example a 48’’ cabinet has a 491⁄2’’ top, allowing for ¾’’
per side overhang or filler if the cabinet is up against a wall.
3. Select your cabinet colour, stone top colour, mirror size,
sink colour and choose the desired drilling pattern for
your faucets.
4. If your cabinet is up against a wall, don’t forget to order a
filler for a perfect fit.

5. If your cabinet sits between two walls we can cut
down your stone top and add a side splash. Our
largest top is 61½’’. Example: A 51’’ wall opening
would require a 48’’ cabinet with a 4’’ filler to be cut
down on-site, and a 61½’’ top cut down to 507⁄8’’
with an added side splash.
Note: We suggest accurately measuring the opening and ordering the top 1⁄4’’ smaller to allow some
room to fit the top in place. NEVER force the stone
top in place. If your walls are out of square, notch
the drywal to allow the top to sit flush on the cabinet with no stress or pressure on the granite. Once
set in place your stone top is very durable and will
last a lifetime, but while handling and installing it is
fragile, please treat your stone top as though it
were glass. Visit our website for installation instructions.
6. Review and place order with your dealer. Expect
delivery within 2 to 3 weeks. Your dealer has our
delivery schedule.

